Cass and the JFA Exhibit
“The JFA Exhibit
made me realize
that I was
advocating killing
the very children
that I want to
someday teach.”

Hi, my name is
Cass.
Two days ago
I was prochoice.”

Monday afternoon, February 19, 2001. The Justice For All Exhibit traveled to the
University of Texas at Austin (UTA). The student pictured above named Cass, put down her
“MY BODY, MY CHOICE” sign and literally sat down to talk with the UT Justice For All (JFA)
student organization president, Jeremy Alder (see below).
Wednesday evening, February 21, 2001. Cass attended the UTA JFA student
organization regular meeting. She introduced herself by saying: “Hi, my name is Cass.
Two days ago I was pro-choice.”
Cass explained that she was shocked when she saw the JFA
Exhibit. She had never seen abortion before. “The Exhibit forced
me to admit that abortion kills children. I plan to be an
elementary education teacher. So how could I continue
advocating killing the very children I someday want to teach?”

Thursday, February 22, 2001. Cass joined UT student
Denise Jones (left) to defend the Exhibit. She spent nearly the
entire day sharing her conversion with other students. Perhaps
the most startling is that
despite having a sincere faith
in Christ, the Exhibit did what
no one else had required Cass
to do: apply both science and
faith to the abortion debate.
The Alan Guttmacher Institute continues to report that the
abortion rate among women who claim the name of
Christ is only marginally distinguishable from women who
claim no faith at all. However, because of JFA students
like Jeremy and Denise, and the Justice For All Staff
and Exhibit, Cass had the opportunity to see the Exhibit
and understand the truth about abortion. By God’s grace, she will not become yet another
abortion statistic. And thankfully, neither will any of her children.
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